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Woodland CC
Fifteen Minutes of Fame
Small School,
Big Heart
“Woodland Community College is a regional college
dedicated to excellence and innovation. At WCC, we
strive to strengthen the communities we serve.
We commit to the growth and improvement of our
academic and career technical programs to
meet the needs and expectations of a changing
global economy.”

Our Mission Statement

History
•

First established in Woodland as an outreach
location of Yuba College in 1975

•

Offered evening classes in leased facilities with
only a handful of staff

•

Outreach site formally designated as an Educatioal
Center in 1981

•

Yuba Community College District Board
secured a 120 acre site in 1985

•

Groundbreaking occurred for
permanent facilities in 1987;
opened in present-day site
in 1990

•

Accredited (ACCJC) in 2008
as the 110th public California
community college

•

Now serves Woodland, Esparto,
and Knights Landing in Yolo
County, and all of Colusa County

The mission of Woodland Community College is to
provide high quality, student-centered education and
lifelong learning opportunities for the communities
we serve. At WCC, students pursue their educational
goals in an environment that values diversity, individuality, mutual respect, civic responsibility, and the
free exchange of ideas.
(continued on next page)
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Advantages of WCC

•

The faculty are experienced instructors, skilled
in discovering and developing the interests
and capabilities of their students. The ability to
communicate with faculty members minimizes
the danger that a student may become confused
and lost in the hurry and bustle of college life and
emphasizes the importance of the individual. WCC
bridges the gap between high school and university,
making adjustment easier.

•

The years of college education offered by WCC
are an important budgetary item, especially since
there is an increasing tendency for professional
preparation to require more than four years of
college study. WCC enables students and their
families to conserve their resources for the long
period of professional training.

•

WCC provides students with such services and
activities as individualized counseling, social and
cultural activities, and physical recreation of
sufficient variety to meet the needs and patterns of
all students.

•

•

Students will find the opportunity to adjust their
studies to their individual needs; those in high
school who did not meet university admission
requirements may make up their deficiencies;
those who want training for immediate entry into
paying jobs will find the courses they need; those
who wish to complete two years and transfer to a
senior college or university may do so with junior
(third year) status.
The Board of Trustees is committed to equality,
values the diversity of the District’s students,
faculty, staff, and people with whom it does
business, and believes in the importance of a
multicultural education to prepare students for
a global society. The board in its commitment to
diversity has adopted the following documents:
Definition of Diversity, Diversity Statement,
Principles of Community, and Diversity
Framework for Institutional Transformation
and Cultural Competency.

Overview of the Woodland
Educational Master Plan
The WCC Educational Master Plan embraces an
integrated planning process tht is informed by the
YCCD Board of Trustees’ Strategic Goals and the
college’s Mission Statement. As a component of this
planning process, the college conducts an annual
program review process that is consistent with
its long-range planning model. Program reviews
are conducted in the following areas: Academics,
Student Services, Administrative Services, Image and
Marketing, and Planning and Shared Decision-making.
The key elements of the plan will help determine
annual priorities that will drive budgeting, resource
allocation, and other decision-making, in accordance
with established goals, objectives, and anticipated
learning outcomes.
EMP Planning Premises

•

Our need to emphasize continuous imrovement
and institutional effectiveness

•
•
•

State-wide budget and fiscal resources
Student preparedness
Outreach to service-area high schools

EMP Goals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update and improve curriculum as needed

•
•

Track and assess for continuous improvement

Efficient and effective scheduling
Restructure basic skills instruction
Well-aligned student support services
Address staffing needs
Update and expand facilities to meet student needs
Address technology needs
Plan and provide for a robust student body at the
Colusa County Outreach Facility
Track state-wide improvement indicators
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Woodland Students at a Glance
Annual 2013–2014

Annual 2013–2014

Student Count

Student Count (%)

WOODLAND TOTAL

4,004

African-American

122

3.05%

American Indian/Alaskan Native

19

0.47%

Asian

375

9.37%

Filipino

26

0.65%

Hispanic

1,827

45.63%

Multi-Ethnicity

135

3.37%

Pacific Islander

6

0.15%

Unknown

298

7.44%

White Non-Hispanic

1,196

29.87%

Female

2,400

59.94%

Male

1,581

39.49%

Unknown

23

0.57%

Credit FTES

Non-Credit FTES

Total FTES

1,828.62

22.32

1,850.94

Source: CCCCO Data Mart

100.00%
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22nd Fifteen Minutes of
Fame Recipient: Woodland
Community College
“Vice President of
Everything” Extols
Advantages of the Small
School with a Heart
Alfred (Al) Konuwa is Woodland Community
College’s Vice President for Academic and Student
Services. He has a Doctor of Public Administration
(University of Southern California), a Master of Arts,
Economics (California State University, Sacramento),
and a Master of Public Administration (California
State University, Sacramento). He taught Economics
and Business at Butte College for 20 years, and was
an adjunct lecturer at CSU Chico in Economics and
African Studies
N&V: How long have you been at WCC?
AK: I have served as the CIO at WCC since 2008, following my employment as Dean of Student Learning
at Butte College. I was attracted to the college because
of its size (3,200 students), and the fact that it was
newly accredited as the 110th college in the California
Community College system. As its first vice president,
I saw tremendous opportunities and professional challenges for developing systems and processes to grow
a new college and set the stage for student access and
success in a community that valued student learning.
After reading the job announcement and assessing my
skills and experience, I knew that this position was a
good fit and that it aligned with my career pathways.
N&V: How old is WCC?
AK: The college dates back to 1975 when it was
established as an outreach facility of Yuba College in
the Yuba Community College District. It was formally
designated as an Educational Center in 1981 and
accredited as a comprehensive college in 2008. So the

district has a 40-year history of providing instructional services to residents in Yolo and Colusa counties,
and offers degrees and certificates in more than 48
academic and career technical education programs.
N&V: What makes it special?
AK: The size of the college, for one, makes it special.
This provides an advantage for faculty and staff to
adopt to new instructional methods and processes in
a relatively shorter period of time than a larger college
or university. There is a strong emphasis on interdisciplinary collaboration among faculty. Chemistry and
Administration of Justice, or Entrepreneurship and
Communication Studies faculty work collaboratively
to incorporate their respective disciplines in developing
certificates in Law Enforcement of Business. Students
get a level of attention that goes beyond the classroom
interaction. The college has a student-centered culture, with a focus on student and community success.
Moreover, WCC has a passion for the programs we offer,
the people we teach, and the pride in our community.
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The administration continues to work with faculty and
staff to make improvements in services to students,
utilizing data-driven methods of assessment.
N&V: Why should students choose to attend
Woodland Community College over other choices?
AK: It is a small college with experienced, accessible
faculty. The student experience is at the forefront of
faculty teaching and learning activities. The faculty
and staff are committed to collaboration and a penchant for innovation. The college provides pathways for
students to meet individual needs, whether it is requirements to transfer to a four-year institution, obtaining
a certificate to enter the job market, or taking a course
to upgrade skills. Students interested in transfer to a
CSU can complete associate degrees for transfer in ten
program areas and begin their university education
as juniors. It provides advantages for instruction in
agriculture, with its close proximity to a top agricultural research university, UC, Davis, and some of the
largest seed companies in the nation. It is a Hispanic
Serving Institution and is developing strategies to
respond to the unique needs of Latino students and
communities, including partnerships or engagements
with the United States Department of Agriculture, UC,
Davis, and the local Latino community. It has an active
and engaged Board of Trustees that values diversity
and multicultural education, and provides direction for
educational excellence and student completion. Like
other community colleges in California, the college
provides economic advantages for those wishing to
gain quality instruction at a cost that is about a third of
what it is at a four year or private institution. Student
services are designed with the student completion in
mind, with strong counseling and student support services. We work to develop flexible class schedules based
on the needs of students seeking learning opportunities
during the day, evening, or weekend.
N&V: What do you like most about your work at
the college?
AK: The student-centered culture of the faculty and
staff is just plain amazing. You see it in program
reviews, responses to student learning outcomes, the

cleanliness of the campus, and the numerous innovative teaching applications in the classroom. Students
feel a sense of belonging. The community is supportive in terms of donations and service, particularly on
our advisory boards. So, it is the level of collaboration
among governance committees and other stakeholders, and working with individuals, including
an engaged Board and administrative colleagues to
advance the college’s mission. But basically, it is dealing with students and knowing that what you do as
the CIO influences their outcomes and aspirations.
N&V: What’s tough about your job?
AK: Juggling a very challenging schedule that
includes numerous daily meetings and responding
to multiple demands in my role as both the CIO and
CSSO, or as some in our community call me, “the Vice
President of Everything.” In a small college you have
to be an expert or have intimate knowledge of so many
processes and oversee the completion of multiple projects and reports.
N&V: What major challenges has the college
addressed over the last ten years?
AK: Some of the major challenges include limited
budgetary resources to respond to multiple demands
or unfunded mandates, and sustaining the basics
of student access and success in the wake of budget
shortfall. In addition, after our initial accreditation
affirmation, the faculty and staff came together to
develop processes and systems that responded to 111
different planning agendas. It was a lot of work, but
these processes were crucial to establishing a high
quality comprehensive two-year college. Meeting these
challenges has involved the strong engagement, sacrifice, and collaboration of the faculty and staff, some
of whom pursue alternative partnerships and funding
sources to sustain programs.
N&V: What major planning initiatives will the college
implement over the next three to years?
AK: Our major planning initiatives are incorporated
in our Educational Master Plan, which is about to
be updated. They include implementing strategies
(continued on next page)
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to improve our service to all students; establishing a
Student Success Center that will integrate a crosswalk
of activities among our Student Equity, SSSP and Basic
Skills Initiatives; and realigning the Clear Lake Center
(currently under the aegis of Yuba College) with WCC.
N&V: That’s a tall order!
AK: Yes it is. And of course there is the planning for
the reaffirmation of accreditation in three years, and
implementing program assessments and changes that
meet the standards and support student learning.
N&V: Assuming you have at least a little spare time,
what do you do with it?
AK: I have a close family system, and my wife Sophie
and I will celebrate our 34th wedding anniversary
this year. We have two grown young men who have
continued to keep us laughing since their birth. They
attended community college and graduated from
the University of California at Santa Barbara and the
University of California at Riverside. We as a family
enjoy tennis and scrabble. When not responding to
emails or attending meetings during the week, I enjoy
reading on my Kindle and spending the weekends
with Sophie in our “empty nest.” I am also an occasional fan of off-Broadway plays in San Francisco and
Sacramento—good for changing your mindset from
Ed Codes and Title 5 edicts.
N&V: Anything else you want your colleagues to know
about Woodland Community College.
AK: All I can say in addition to what I mentioned earlier is that this is a small college with a heart (Corazon)
and this undergirds our work ethic. Faculty and
classified initiate many innovative projects that continue to engage students and the community, including an annual social science research symposium, a
Cross Cultural Series of conferences, workshops, and

speaking engagements, and a literary newspaper, and
Academic Reading Center and sponsorship of events
such as college career and transfer fairs.
Recently, WCC partnered with the USDA and UC,
Davis to host the Second Annual Hispanic Serving
Institution Conference. Two weeks later, administrators and staff met with members of the Hispanic community in Woodland to discuss strategies that respond
to the question, “What does it mean to be a Hispanic
Serving Institution?”
The college is also expanding partnerships with
school districts and other rural colleges to advance
student completion through dual enrollment. The
college is currently using CTE Enhancement funds to
pilot a dual enrollment project that allows high school
students to complete 19 units of requirements for an
ADT in agriculture by the time they graduate from
high school.
These are all examples of a small college that works.
N&V: Do you have a special success story you savor?
AK: Yes I do. I was especially moved by a young single
mother who began WCC as an ESL student, participated in the TRIO, EOPS and MESA programs, and
graduated with her AA degree and transferred to UC
Berkeley. Her major: English.
N&V: Is there anything else you would like to share
with your fellow CIOs?
AK: By all means. Being a CIO is one of the most valuable contributions a professional educator can make to
advance the status and success of students. CIOs are
the fulcrum of the colleges’ efforts to propel student
learning and success. In spite of the long hours, endless meetings, and resource challenges, at the end of
the day, you realize the fruits of your work in a student
completion. CIOs relish in turning risks into successes—that’s exactly why I enjoy my job!
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CCCCIO Gritty Spring Conference
California Community Colleges Chief Instructional Officers
2015 Spring Conference
April 13–17, 2015
Hilton San Francisco Financial District
San Francisco, CA

“Cementing Our Partnerships”
Invited Partners

Confirmed

CCCCO—Pam Walker
AS—David Morse
ACBO—(Fred Williams)
CCCAOEtvCorine Doughty
CSSO
CEO

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Wednesday, April 15, 2015

Topics

Presenter

Session 1
Welcome To SF
Keynote:
Host: Mary Turner

SFCC Chancellor

SFCC Chancellor

Session 2
Host: Mary Kay

CCCCO—Hot Topics
“Ms. Toad’s Wild Ride” —Pam

Pam Walker & Staff

Session 3
Host: Meredith

Dual Enrollment
Santa Barbara City College + 1–2 additional examples

CSSO
CCCAOE—Corine Doughty

Thursday, April 14, 2015

Topics

Presenter

Session 1
Presiding: Craig Justice

Regional Meetings
Reps create own agendas

Session 2
Presiding: Craig Justice

Regional Meetings
Reps create own agendas

Craig Justice

General Session
Session 3
Lunch
Host: Craig Justice

UC/CSU/CC—Pam making contacts

ACBO
AS

Session 4
Host: Kelly

Title 5 /Ed Code Crosswalk
Pam Deegan
David Morse

ACBO
AS
Pam Deegan

Session 5
Host: Mary M.

Accreditation
Napa—SFCC?

CEO

Friday, April 15, 2015

Topics

Presenter

Host: JoAnna

Enrollment Management
Craig & Specialist

CSSO
ACBO
Craig & Enrollment
Management Specialist

Session 2
Host: Mary Kay

CCCCO
Problem solving

Pam & Staff

(Program subject to change)
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Never Too Late to Brag . . .
Seven Colleges Share
Their Good News!
Thanks to a lot of proud faculty and administrators,
News &Views has been able to feature twenty-two
colleges to date that have come forward to share their
great programs, great faculty and staff, and great
students. The latest group spotlights zippy names for
innovative programs (Teacher TRAC, Math Jams, COS
SURGE, Summer Advantage, Middle College High
School) as well as outstanding students. Colleges have
discovered that they can brag about more than one
program, and College of Sequoias gets our shout-out
because they came back a second time with this
edition. It’s time for the rest of you to take a look at
these projects and steal as much as you can!

Cañada’s Math Jamming Students

Lots of Jamming at Cañada College
A majority of California community college students
enter college with low levels of preparation for
college-level work, especially in math. For students
interested in pursuing science or engineering degrees,
this may mean up to four or five years of coursework
before they are eligible to apply for transfer to a
four-year institution. To facilitate the entry of these
underprepared students, Cañada College, a federally
designated Hispanic-serving community college in
the San Francisco Bay Area, in 2009 developed Math
Jam, which was a two-week intensive math placement
test review program. The success of Math Jam led to
the development of the Mini-Math Jam—a shorter,
one-week version of Math Jam. Data showed no
difference in success between the one-week version and
the two-week version, so currently Math Jam is offered
for one-week three times a year between semesters.
Students are grouped according to placement or next
math class. An online system builds an individual
study plan for each student, which is supplemented by
mini-lectures and workshops during the week. Students
work through their study plan, take quizzes and receive
tutoring from fellow students. At the end of the week,
students can re-take the math placement test.
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Over the past five years between 91% and 96%
of students have improved their score on the
placement test for math and of those students
about 2/3 place into a higher level math class for the
coming semester. Math Jam has also created a strong
sense of community among program participants.
An analysis of student academic performance in
subsequent semesters showed significantly higher

Cañada’s Math Jamming Students

success and retention rates among Math Jam
participants compared to nonparticipants. Since
the initial implementation of Math Jam in summer
2009 the program has served over 1,000 students,
and enrollments in transfer-level STEM courses have
increased significantly, with a higher rate of increase
among minority students.
There has been so much success with Math Jam
that related week long “Jams” have
been developed for English (Word Jam)
and physics (Physics Jam) and were first
piloted in summer 2012. Physics Jam
focuses on the math skills needed for an
upcoming physics class and participants
have improved physics grades compared
to students who did not participate in
Physics Jam. Word Jam is still a work-inprogress, but is showing great potential.
—Submitted by Gregory Anderson,
Vice President of Instruction, Canada College
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Cerritos College Gets Prospective
Teachers on the TEACHER TRAC
Established in 1999, the Cerritos College Teacher
TRAC Program has grown from serving its original
group of 32 future elementary school teachers to
currently serving over 400 students each semester in
three pathways: Elementary, Secondary, and Career
Technical Education–Industrial Technology. The
program prepares our students to be successful in the
transition from Cerritos to California State University,
Long Beach (CSULB), where they can earn a bachelor’s
degree and a preliminary multiple-subject teaching
credential. In October, Cerritos and CSULB renewed
their partnership to continue facilitating transition
of our pre-teacher education students to the Liberal
Studies program at CSULB. Our model partnership has
prepared over 600 students to become highly qualified
teachers and administrators in their communities, and
currently almost 40% CSULB’s education program
students come from Cerritos.
Over 60 Teacher TRAC program faculty strive
to keep current with content, credential changes,
teaching standards, pedagogy, and technology
promoting relevancy. Extensive support services

Teacher TRAC Class of 2014

nurture our students to become responsible for
their own learning. The Teacher TRAC Program’s
growth and success is predicated on a number of
important factors: strong leadership, institutional
support, community relationships, intra- and
inter- institutional partnerships, faculty expertise
and commitment, diverse student services, studentcentered pedagogy, technologically-rich learning and
extensive Service Learning/ Field Work experience in
25 schools with over 200 mentor teachers.
The newest expansion of the Teacher TRAC
program is the inclusion of two summer Academies.
The STEM academy includes enrollment in a science
course, training in the use of common core, NASA
science kits, and a four-week paid internship. During
the internship, Teacher TRAC students work in teams
of two to conduct workshops for over 200 middle
school students. Our Early Learning Math Academy
involves our students in professional development,
coursework, and a four-week internship in which they
introduce math activities to four- and five-year olds.
The Teacher Trac program has benefited from over
$4 million in grant funds and many awards. And
just recently, word came that Cerritos and nine other
colleges will partiipate in an “InnovationMaker” Grant
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Series” launched
by the Chancellor’s
Office, with a $1.2
million award to
strengthen STEM
teacher workforce
recruitment and
training.
We are proud to
be participating in
this important work.
The payoff for all of
us is working with
Jennifer Gomez
students like Jennifer
Gomez, who writes,
“Being a part of the Teacher TRAC program was one
the best experiences I’ve ever had. I was part of a
community that turned into my family. I was able to
ask questions and voice my concerns to any members
of the community. Everyone is willing to help from
the director to professors to the students. The Teacher
TRAC program is the best support system I could’ve
asked for, not just during my time in Cerritos but after I
transferred, as well.”
—Submitted by Joanna Schilling,
Vice President of Academic Affairs, Cerritos College

College of the Sequoias Students
Recognized for Outstanding Academics
College of the Sequoias (COS) students have been
recognized this year for academic achievement. These
students are participants in some of the outstanding
student success programs at COS.
The awards for the COS women’s tennis team keep
rolling in. After being one of seven community colleges
in the nation to receive the prestigious Intercollegiate
Tennis Association All-Scholastic team award, the COS
women’s tennis team received word in February that
it has been named a California Community College
Athletic Association Scholar Team. Scholar teams are
recognized for their overall academic achievement
from all members of the team. The COS women’s
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tennis team was able to produce a team grade point
average of 3.76. “It’s wonderful for the girls to be
recognized” said head tennis coach Jay Johnson “they
work just as hard in the classroom as they do on the
court and their classroom performance reflects that.”
COS student athletes participate in the Student
Athlete Mentoring Program that provides study time
and support from coaches. The team will be honored at
the Celebration of Student Athletes Awards Luncheon
at the CCCAA convention on Wednesday April 1, 2015
in Ontario, CA.
Two former COS Math Engineering, Science
Achievement (MESA) students are featured on the
MESA website: http://mesa.ucop.edu/about-us/
alumni-stories/
Isis Frausto-Vicencio, a PASEO (Title 5) and
MESA student was an outstanding achiever at COS,
presenting at two national science conferences and
participating in NASA’s National Collegiate Aerospace
Scholars Program. She completed a summer
internship at UC Irvine after her freshman year and
will complete her second summer working on research
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab this summer. She is
currently at UCLA where she has just been accepted to
work on atmospheric chemistry research with one of
her professors.
Erenisee Lemus is first in her family to attend
college. She graduated from COS in 2011 with an
associate’s degree in mathematics and was an active
member of the COS MESA program. She graduated
from UC Santa Barbara and is now an engineer at
Materia.
Isis and Erenis share academic success with 14 of
the 23 students (61%) in the first COS cohort of the
PASEO program (Title 5 Coop) who have transferred
or will be transferring by the end of this semester to
either UC or CSU campuses. The COS program excels
in helping students persevere when they experience
set-backs.
The COS SURGE (Science Undergraduate Research
Group Experience) Program, helps make COS STEM
students more competitive for university research
experience programs by giving them mini-research
programs with COS faculty. Twenty-three students
(continued on next page)
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COS Tennis Team on the beach beach

completed research projects and presented their
findings last summer. One was invited to present at a
national conference last fall. Another 23 are currently
engaged in research projects this spring and summer
with professors John Redden, Eric Hetherington, Mike
Springer, and Larry Callan.
College of the Sequoias is proud of all of the
outstanding students and the faculty and staff who
support student success through programs like
SURGE, MESA, PASEO, and the Student Athlete
Mentoring Program. Go Giants!
—Submitted by Jennifer Vega La Serna,
Vice President, Academic Service, College of the Sequoias

expanded its course offerings, which has attracted
even more students than ever before. Currently there
are 54 student scholars in the CHI.
The program is beginning to realize the fruits of its
labor—in the spring of 2014, 14 students completed
the CHI Program, and this spring, 15 more students
will be completing the program, and applying to
transfer to prestigious universities such as UCLA,
UC-Berkeley, UC-Davis, Loma Linda University,
Stanford, and Yale. Many CHI students also state
the desire to pursue post-graduate study, and select
majors that prepare for advanced research and
academic work. The students comprise a diverse
cohort of emerging scholars: 42% Caucasian, 38%
Hispanic, 9% African American, 8% Asian, and 3%
Native American. The trend over the previous three
years shows substantial growth in the proportion
of Hispanic and other underrepresented subgroups,
which combined now make up 58% of the population
of CHI.
CHI Students complete a minimum of 15 Honors
units, which are designed to cultivate them as scholars
through demanding, rigorous coursework. In addition
to their courses, CHI students are encouraged to
conduct original research under the guidance of a
faculty Mentor, and present their findings at research
conferences, most prominently the Honors Transfer

Crafton Hill’s Honors Institute Creates
“Next Wave” of Student Scholars
The College Honors Institute has been in existence
at Crafton Hills College since 2006. However, the
program has experienced unprecedented growth since
2011, when the college received a Title 5/HSI Transfer
Prep Grant to develop and expand transfer opportunities for students. The grant allowed for the program to
fund a half-time Faculty Honors Coordinator, create
a permanent space for the program, and expand its
outreach efforts. Additionally, the program has greatly

Crafton Hills College Honors Luncheon
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Council of California (HTCC)
Student Research Conference at
UC-Irvine, and the Community
College Honors Research
Symposium at Stanford University.
In addition to being affiliated
with HTCC, CHI is also aligned
with the UCLA Transfer Alliance
Program (TAP), which defines a
series of standards
and requirements to ensure that
program elements— including
courses identified as “honors” —
involve a higher standard of rigor
and scholarship than do nonhonors courses. The goal is to
Crafton Hills College Honors students visiting UCLA.
allow for CHI program students
(as well as honors program
Norco’s Summer Advantage Receives the
students from other participating institutions) to
become “TAP-Certified” —in other words, eligible for
2015 Bellwether Award
transfer as an Honors Scholar to UCLA.
Norco College’s Summer Advantage program,
To become eligible for admission to CHI, students
developed in collaboration with the Corona-Norco
must have achieved a minimum GPA of 3.25, have
Unified School District, won the Bellwether Award
earned 12 transferrable units, and be qualified to
enroll in college-level English and mathematics classes. in the Instructional Program and Services category.
The category winners were announced Tuesday,
Daniel Bahner and Dr. Gary Williams share the role of
January 27, after administrators from both institutions
Co-Coordinators of the College Honors Institute.
presented aspects of the program and success rates for
More information about the program can be found at
Summer Advantage at the Community College Futures
http://www.craftonhills.edu/honors
—Submitted by Donna Hoffmann, Director of Marketing & Assembly in Orlando, Florida. Summer Advantage
Public Relations, Crafton Hills College was selected as the category winner over nine other
community college programs in the
Instructional Program and Service
category.
Norco CIO Diane Dieckmeyer
is mighty proud of this program.
“Summer Advantage exemplifies the
great work that can be done on behalf
of students when student services
and academic affairs collaborate. My
CSSO colleague, Dr. Monica Green,
who leads the program, and I have
Summer Advantage team holding Bellwether Award at the Community College Futures partnered closely with each other,
Assembly in Orlando, FL
faculty, and others in its development.”
(continued on next page)
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CHI students at UCLA

The Bellwether Awards, established in 1995, are
a part of the Community College Futures Assembly,
sponsored by the Institute of Higher Education at the
University of Florida. The Assembly focuses on cuttingedge, trendsetting programs that other colleges might
find worthy of replicating. The Bellwether Awards
are given annually in three categories to colleges with
outstanding and innovative programs or practices. The
Instructional Programs and Services (IPS) category
recognizes programs or services that have been designed
and successfully implemented to foster or support
teaching and learning in the community college.
“This is one of the highest honors an institution
can receive,” said Dale F. Campbell, professor and
director of the Community College Futures Assembly
and Institute of Higher Education. “Leaders from

the winning institution are often recruited by other
colleges to replicate the award-winning program.”
The college and Corona-Norco USD developed
Summer Advantage in 2012. Together they created
a unique first-year experience for graduating high
school seniors lacking college readiness skills. Students
placing below college level readiness in math and
composition participate in workshops giving them
a chance to demonstrate their true abilities. Most
participants subsequently place one to three levels
higher and demonstrate success in their first-level
mathematics and English courses. Students in the
program receive a student education plan, early
registration, and guaranteed English and mathematics
enrollment in the fall of their freshman year.
—Submitted by Diane Dieckmeyer, Vice President,
Academic Affairs, Norco College

Middle College High School at
San Bernardino Valley College

Summer Advantage class in session

Opened in the fall of 2001, Middle College High School
at San Bernardino Valley College (MCHS@SBVC) is
a joint partnership of San Bernardino Community
College District (SBCCD) and the San Bernardino City
Unified School District (SBCUSD). MCHS@SBVC was
developed as an alternative educational experience for
students of high abilities and low performance. The
school is located on the San Bernardino Valley College
campus with seven teachers, one counselor, one
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SBVC MCHS Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

administrator and one secretary. It currently serves
600 students in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades.
MCHS@SBVC offers students who demonstrate a
love for learning an opportunity to achieve academic
and career goals by providing high school classes
combined with college classes in a challenging,
supportive, and motivating college setting. MCHS
stretches, challenges, and supports students to
increase achievement and success!
Middle College High School follows the cohort
model, which currently includes 225 students for
the 2014–2015 academic year. Over 80% are free
and reduced lunch and underserved minorities. Most
students will be the first in their families to graduate
from college. The first version of the program enrolled
only underserved and marginally prepared students
and was later modified to include a minority of already
successful, higher achieving students to act as role
models and mentors to help their peers by modeling
good study habits. This has proved to be highly
successful. In fact, U.S. News & World Report named
MCHS one of the top 100 high schools in the country.
Through this innovative program, students attend
both high school and college classes on the San
Bernardino Valley College campus. All MCHS students
earn significant Intersegmental General Education
Transfer Curriculum (IGETC) credit and some earn
their AA degree concurrently with their high school
diploma. Each semester, MCHS@SBVC students must
take no fewer than two college courses and a minimum

SBVC Middle College Students

of four units. They must also maintain a cumulative
Grade Point Average (GPA) of 2.00 or higher, in
addition to their full academic high school course load.
Recent success
The 47 seniors in the program’s 11th class graduated
from MCHS@SBVC in spring 2014, earning a
cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) of 3.06 at San
Bernardino Valley College, with an average of 35.11
completed college units per student. Four students
not only graduated from high school, but also met the
requirements for an Associate of Arts (AA) degree.
Following high school graduation, the MCHS students
will either continue at SBVC or go on to four-year
colleges and universities such as UC Riverside, UC San
Diego, UC Berkeley, and CSU San Bernardino.
—Submitted by Gregory Zerovnik, Director of Marketing
& Public Relations, San Bernardino Valley College

SBVC Middle
College Graduate

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Santiago Canyon College Is Closing
the Remedial Gap!
Many high school students take their most difficult
courses early on, perhaps hoping to coast through
their senior year. But with the lapse of time, they may
lose skills that are critical academic skills and discover
that they are not prepared for college-level courses.
At SCC, if those students test into the lowest levels
of math, they have to complete four courses before
getting to a transfer-level class, a task that could
take them four semesters, or two years just to qualify
for a college-ready class. Students placed into the
lowest-level English require three courses to become
SCC President John Weisfpenning at the
Registration table
college-ready.
A group of educators at Santiago Canyon College
decided to address this “remedial gap” by creating
basic skills math course, while 33 percent test into
CROSSroads, also known as College Readiness
a foundational English course. “The more remedial
Optimizes Student Success. Approaching its third year, courses a student has to take, the less likely he or she
the program prepares incoming SCC students--high
will graduate. CROSSroads is giving them a jump start,
school seniors--for college-level math and English
and confidence.”
courses by providing review of fundamental skills. The
According to Roe, math is a bigger challenge than
goal of the program is to assist students’ placement
English, and if students take off a year of math in their
into transfer-level courses, cutting the time they spend
senior year, the odds against them increase. But since
taking remedial courses.
CROSSroads began, both faculty and students are
“Research shows that many students haven’t taken
seeing success. Of the students who recently completed
math and English courses for a while, and they’re
the math module, 63.9 percent of them tested into
rusty,” says SCC President John Weispfennig. “A
college-level math. In the English module, 74 percent
little preparation and they tend to score at a level
of CROSSroads students tested into college-level
that’s more reflective of their true abilities, place into
English 101—six percent higher than students who
higher-level courses, and have a much better chance
take the college’s placement test without participating
of completing transfer level requirements.”
in CROSSroads.
Heading up CROSSroads is Professor of English,
Writing Center Coordinator, and
Basic Skills Coordinator Maureen
Roe. “CROSSroads started as a
conversation in our Basic Skills
Task Force,” recalls Roe. “When
70 to 90 percent of all students in
California test into some remedial
class in math or English in college,
it’s clear that the gap needs to be
closed.” At SCC, over 65 percent
CROSSroads students 2
of entering students test into a
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Concepts taught by CROSSroads instructors seem to
resonate with students, as well. The idea of success, for
example, is conveyed through popular expressions such
as “the road to success is always under construction,”
and “possibilities do not add up; they multiply.” One
CROSSroads participant said that he felt like he had
gained a whole new perspective about his ability to
succeed in math and English once he completed the
program. Another participant acknowledged that he
forgot a lot of math during his senior year and was glad
to get the chance to review basic concepts.
Roe heads up the English program, which reviews
key concepts of the writing process that prepare
students to produce a persuasive writing sample. The
math program, led by SCC math professor Alison

Family Night 2014
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Williams, consists of an orientation, individualized
computer math modules designed to target concepts
necessary to succeed in college-level math, and a
placement test. Students who fail to place into collegelevel courses based on CROSSroads tests have the
opportunity to take SCC’s placement tests, a second
chance to avoid remediation.
“Taking remedial courses that don’t count toward
a degree can be discouraging to the student, and
frustrating for parents. CROSSroads is breaking that
barrier,” says Roe.
Click on this link to find out more about CROSSroads:
http://www.sccollege.edu/CROSSroads
—Submitted by Aracely Mora, Vice President,
Academic Affairs, Santiago Canyon College
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Meet the New CIOs!
Kevin Ballinger is the Vice President of Instruction at
Orange Coast College. His tenure at the college began
with teaching part-time for three years, after which
he was full-time faculty for eleven years, reaching the
rank of Professor in the allied health department, and
Dean of the Consumer & Health Sciences Division
for the last 18 years. He served as Executive Dean of
Instruction from August 2014–December 2014 and
had oversight of the Office of Instruction. In January
2015 he was appointed Vice President of Instruction.
Prior to coming to Orange Coast College Kevin
worked as a neurodiagnostic technologist in the
L.A./Orange County area for several years. He holds
an associate degree and certificate in neurodiagnostic
technology from Orange Coast College, a Bachelor’s
of Vocational Education Degree from California State
University, Long Beach, and a Master of Science Degree
in Educational Administration from National University.
“I’m excited and humbled for the opportunity to be
Orange Coast College’s Vice President of Instruction. I
truly believe in the comprehensive mission of OCC and
I am an alumnus of one of OCC’s health occupation
programs. I never dreamed I would someday become
Vice President, let alone being a dean, professor, and
part time instructor for the last 30 years. OCC is a
special place and I look forward to providing leadership
in my new role.”

Lisa Aguilera Lawrenson is the Interim Vice
President of Instruction and Student Learning
at Cosumnes River College. Lisa was an English/
Humanities Professor at South Puget Sound
Community College for 11 years, teaching basic
English, college composition, literature, and multicultural humanities. There she developed curriculum and
designed a diversity graduation requirement for the
college and served on many committees and statewide
organizations in support of instruction and student
learning. She was a Student Service Administrator
for the Washington State Board for Community

Kevin Ballinger

and Technical Colleges for about a year, Dean of
Humanities at American River College for a little
more than four years and Associate Vice President of
Instruction, Curriculum and Basic Skills at American
River College for four-and-a-half years.
“The opportunity to take the CIO assignment at
Cosumnes appealed to me because the college was in
need of someone with accreditation experience and

Lisa Aguilera Lawrenson
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expertise who could also perform the duties of the
CIO. I thought my skill set could helpful, and at the
same time it would provide me with the opportunity
to perform the duties of CIO and ALO. It has been an
amazing experience, and I have already learned so
much from the opportunity. Plus, CRC’s CIO, Whitney
Yamamura, is serving as the Interim President, so I
have his expertise and support nearby when I need it.
All in all, CRC is an amazing college!”

José Ramón Núñez has been the Vice President of
Instruction at Fullerton College since July of 2014
(Somehow we missed him before. Glad we found
him!) He was a Professor of Spanish for thirteen
years at Long Beach City College, serving for nine
of those years also as chair of the Foreign Language
Department. He served as the Dean of Language
Arts at Long Beach for five years before becoming
Fullerton’s CIO.
“After 18 years in the community college system,
moving from full-time professor to dean, when
Fullerton College opened the VPI position, I decided to
apply and offer my expertise to Fullerton College. The
fact that I live half a mile from the college also helped!”

José Ramón Núñez

Michael B. Reiner

Michael B. Reiner is the Vice Chancellor of
Educational Services for the Riverside Community
College District. He was a professor of psychology
for 17 years at Texas Wesleyan University, Salem
College, and Kennesaw State University. Michael,
who describes himself as a refugee from the East
Coast, grew up in New York City, went to college
in Philadelphia, then on to graduate school in
Minnesota, and has since served in a variety of
administrative and faculty positions in New York,
Florida, North Carolina, Texas, and Georgia. He is an
advocate of international and global education, and
has traveled throughout the world.
“Having been a faculty member at three institutions
and a community college administrator at five
organizations, I have seen a lot. Given some of the
challenges and opportunities at Riverside Community
College District, it’s my hope that my background,
knowledge, and experience will be of assistance to
improve student achievement, economic development,
and institutional effectiveness. My mission is to help
faculty and institutions provide the highest quality
undergraduate education so as to prepare our students
for the uncertainty and excitement of the everchanging world they will face in their future.”
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Who’s the Most Resolute?

Ten CIOs Submit Twelve
Post-New Year’s Resolutions
Those of you who were paying attention back in
January will recall that I rounded up the entire staff
at CCCCIO News & Views headquarters for several
brainstorming sessions to create a special new
feature. We were sure that since CIOs are hardworking, responsible, analytical, resourceful Type A
overachievers, their words would be an inspiration
to us all. Well now we can reveal just how amazing
CIOs are. Read and be moved by their stirring words.
You may also recall that News & Views pledged
to award a bottle of Matanzas Creek wine to the
person with the “best” resolution, which will be
decided by an email ballot of CIOs who did not
make a resolution. You may vote only once, and
you must vote on or before April 14, 2015. The
wine will be presented at the Spring Conference,
so you must be present to win. Send your votes to
ebuckley@sonic.net.
—Ed Buckley, Editor, CCCCIO News & Views
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Mary K. Turner, Sacramento City
In 2015, I resolve to better balance work and personal
time by leaving the office earlier and going to the gym
at least three times per week.
In 2015, I resolve to laugh at least once per day
about something related to my job as VPI—the
opportunities are endless.
In 2015, I resolve to be more like Mary Kay Rudolph
—smart, funny, and a little bit naughty. . . . no make
that a lot naughty!
Gregory Anderson, Canada College
In 2015, I resolve to set aside sufficient time to
contemplate at least one proactive, visionary, blue-sky
thought per day. Scratch that . . . per week. Okay: I’ll
make that time at least once in 2015.
Sean Hancock, Palo Verde
In 2015, I resolve to “maintain an ongoing, collegial,
self-reflective dialogue about the continuous improvement of student learning and institutional processes”
contingent on my receiving the next issue of News &
Views prior to March 15, which will become part of
the evidence file for Palo Verde’s accreditation
follow-up report.
Mary Kay Rudolph

The Contestants

I resolve to find a way to retire before SRJC has the next
accreditation visit after the one coming this month
(including weekly lotto purchases or developing a nice
alias).

JoAnna Schilling, Cerritos

Tammy Robinson, Lassen

In 2015 I resolve to find a way to decrease the number
of meetings that make it difficult to effectively fulfill the
important duties of a CIO. My resolution is to reduce
the “meeting just to meet time” and be more impactful
during the time we do meet.

I resolve to do more in terms of personal and mental
health that will lead me to be more successful with
work. I will:

Meridith Randall, Shasta
In 2015, I resolve to spend at least 50% of my time on
improving teaching and learning rather than dealing
with trivia, negativity, or both.

.
.
.
.
.

meditate more
listen carefully
map out my strategy to meet deadlines
not multi-task so much
appreciate my abilities and those who help the
college move forward
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Lori Bennett, Moorpark
In 2015, I resolve to . . . clean my desk off
more often, laugh more at the “not really
funny moments,” take a few more walks, and
celebrate more—the many amazing people
and ongoing small successes at our college!
Michael Reiner, Riverside CCD
In 2015, I resolve to abandon my affection
for state funding formulas in Florida and
New York, where one got a funded budget at
the beginning of the year, and learn to love the
ambiguity and uncertainty of the California
apportionment model with its potential for
unrequited love—“unfunded”!
Aracely Mora, Santiago Canyon
In 2015, I resolve to have more fun and work less
than any other CIO and thus keep my work week
under 60 hours.
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News from the CCCCO Executive Vice-Chancellor
of Academic Affairs
Bachelor’s Degrees: A Game Changer
for Our Students
Executive Vice Chancellor
Pam Walker
Recently, I had the privilege of listening to a dissertation defense offered by a student at a local university
on whose committee I sit. Her research revealed
(among other things) that one of the major hurdles
faced by low-income, single-parent, working students
is adjusting to the four-year college environment
upon transfer.
What if these students didn’t have to adjust to a new
environment and make new childcare and transportation arrangements, but could remain at their local
community college to achieve their bachelor’s degrees?
The pilot program now underway is a result of bill SB
850, introduced by San Diego Senator Marty Block,
and it will allow this option. This is why I am so excited to be involved in the implementation of the pilot
program and will be visiting those colleges chosen for
its first phase.
The notion of community colleges offering
bachelor’s degrees is not new, evidenced by the fact
that the Community College Bachelor’s Degree
Association is having its 15th Annual Conference this
March. The Community College Review has published
articles on this growing trend, which began in the
1990’s, and notes that its popularity is threefold. First,
community colleges are able to respond to increased
workforce needs more quickly than four-year

institutions. Second, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, many of the jobs listed as among the ten
fastest growing occupations are the highest paying
and require a bachelor’s degree. Third, California’s
Public Policy Institute commented in an opinion
article in 2009 that at least 41% of workers in
California will need a bachelor’s degree to meet the
state’s projected economic demand in 2025.
Some, who are opposed to our colleges offering
bachelor’s degrees cite “mission creep” and point
to the Master Plan. Let’s face it folks, when the plan
isn’t meeting the needs for which it was intended,
it’s time to change the plan! California needs more
workers with bachelor’s degrees—period!! Professional
organizations, such as those representing nursing
or mortuary science, (no humorous juxtaposition
intended) are recommending that the minimum
requirement for those professions should be the
bachelor’s degree. Who better to fill the void but us?
We’re already expert in the workforce arena and we
have always been applauded for our accessibility and
affordability.
My hope is that as this pilot progresses, more
colleges will embrace this opportunity. As always, if
you have any concerns or questions, please feel free to
contact me at pwalker@ccccc.edu.
—Pamela Walker
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Message from the President:
CCCCIO Leadership Matters!
Dear CIO Colleagues,
This has been a remarkable year for California’s
community college budgets. For one thing, funds
(mostly categorical) have been flowing back to our
system for student success plans, enhanced CTE
proposals, student equity plans, and institutional
effectiveness support, among other initiatives.
Moreover, the revenue forecasts by the Legislative
Analyst’s Office (LAO) get better and better. Let’s
hope the revenue projections materialize and Prop
98 monies flow where the voters intended. Since
there will be no time extension for the Prop 30 funds,
it’s absolutely critical that any gaps in revenue are
replenished by Prop 98. This can be done by increasing
base funding (a $125 million increase has been
requested by the Chancellor’s Office) and by increasing
growth funding.
But funding growth helps only colleges that
are growing. Not all are. There is some interest in
increasing the first tier of base funding for the lowgrowth and typically smaller rural colleges. Another
suggestion is to increase the value of FTES for CTE
and STEM programs since their lab enrollment caps
are relatively low and their supply and equipment
costs are relatively high. I will provide an update on
any new funding proposals from the Chancellor’s
Office following the March 19th Consultation Council
meeting and ask you for additional ideas about
increasing base funding at that time.
Another remarkable development this year is the
speed with which the Doing What Matters initiatives
are advancing. The main activities for us CIOs to track
(with our CTE deans) are CTE enhanced funding,
career pathways, adult education, and other regionally
focused initiatives. The most striking impression about
these initiatives is how they have become regionally
focused and, conversely, how local college choices
have become more circumscribed. This is not per se a
bad thing but it is a significant shift in how colleges
do business. The real question is “Have the colleges

Craig Justice, President, CCCCIO
been provided with enough resources to operate
effectively on this regional playing field or will some
colleges get short-changed by rule-makers in the
Regional Consortia?” Theoretically there are checks
and balances to the emerging powers of the Regional
Consortia because of the voting powers of our CIOs
and CTE dean delegates. It will be important to watch
how this plays out.
The Board of Governors Task Force on Workforce, Job
Creation, and a Strong Economy held its first meeting
on January 22nd and will meet next on April 2nd.
In the interim, the Chancellor’s Office has hosted
several “Strong Workforce Town Hall Meetings,”
“Regional Faculty Conversations,” and “Regional
College Conversations.” I’m sure you’ve attended
some of them. On March 4th, I attended the Strong
Workforce Town Hall Meeting in Los Angeles and I
will attend the one in San Diego on March 18th. So
far, my impressions are that business and industry
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(B&I) leaders are embracing the agenda but still
seem uncertain about what to ask for. The Town
Hall Meeting in Los Angeles started with a short
video and was followed by a facilitated discussion.
(To watch the video, go to: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3P3ZNPFmH48&feature=youtu.
be.) The dialog is beginning to shape a set of fairly
clear specifics and criteria about what B&I want from
California’s community colleges:
1. Short-duration training formats as opposed to
16- to18-week credit courses. Many noncredit
and not-for-credit options can be offered now
and without any time lag—contract education,
community education, and grants-based EWD
training classes exist and can be activated in a
short time. Colleges simply need to know what
B&I needs.
2. Whenever possible, embed training modules and
CTE courses with soft skills training applications
and contextualized writing, communication, and
computational exercises so that the time-tocompletion is not overloaded with unnecessary
extra courses. This model presumes, though,
that students are not developmental; that is,
they already know how to write and compute at
a mid-high school level (say, being able to write
sentences and paragraphs, do arithmetic, and
solve simple equations.) Generally speaking, CTE
faculty cannot teach English and mathematics,
but they can bring these core skills to bear
on work skills mastery through exercises and
applications. By reducing the time to completion
in mastery of key work skills, the skills gap gets
closed more quickly.
3. Validate the effectiveness of the course content
by looking at job placements and engaging B&I
in continual dialog. This is a “closing the loop”
step that presumes that B&I hiring rewards the
strongest curricular content. If true, the job
descriptions and the credentials required for
a particular job become more tightly aligned
and the jobs gap gets closed more quickly because
the training modules and courses teach what’s

needed and do not require more than
what’s needed. It’s a rather technical point, but
it is essential to understanding how to link community college faculty with B&I. (For deeper
background about these and other related concepts, see the slides “Listening to Employers Speak:
What Job Posts Tell Us about the Middle Skills Gap
in California” produced by Burning Glass
Technologies at https://drive.google.com/file/
d/0B8iTlqX9d_NYRFJDekNwNHdUdG8/view.)
4. B&I would like a relatively fast response time by
community colleges in developing and offering
the curriculum designed to fulfill the demand for
training and longer-term technical education that
stay ahead of the skills and job gaps over time. This
is not an unreasonable expectation, but dialog
about it has triggered a fascinating conversation
that started out with a strong push by the Doing
What Matters spokespeople focusing on the
Academic Senate as the entity most responsible
for “fixing” the problem. But that focus is far off
the mark because most of the time needed in
developing curriculum in new and emerging skills
(disciplines) is in ascertaining the need for the
curriculum. Another large chunk of time is taken
up by the essential and meaningful dialog between
B&I experts and college faculty (presumably in
related disciplines since no faculty may yet exist in
various emerging fields) to discuss with the college
faculty what the model curriculum course content
will look like. I would argue that the Chancellor’s
Office is best equipped to close this “curriculum
response time gap” by being a facilitator, relying on
college faculty to write the model curriculum.
Consider the following premise: The colleges are
completely dependent on the Chancellors Office and its
commitment to make timely decisions in the program
and course approval processes. Because the need for
new and updated programs is not determined in a
systematic and regional manner by the CCCCO, and is
left largely up to local colleges to assess, new program
development is subjected to an unnecessarily long
gestation period.
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If, on the other hand, the CCCCO were to organize
Regional Consortia, regional and college research
units, and statewide course identifier processes developed by faculty with input from business and industry
skills analysts, the need for the CTE and workforce
development curriculum in new and emerging labor
markets would be determined quite rapidly. Local
college approval, once local and regional need is determined, can rely on job gap/labor market needs analyses, model program curricula and requirements, and
minimum course standards that are pre-approved by
the CCCCO to launch courses and programs relatively
quickly. The CCCCO should organize ways and means
to shift to this model of “front-loaded” needs analysis
and course and program development and approval as
a way of helping to close the jobs gap.
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If we actualize this premise, then the length of time
responding to B&I’s call for new curriculum becomes
greatly shortened because the Chancellor’s Office will
have used its impressive Doing What Matters resources
to secure program needs analyses, model curriculum,
and CTE course articulation as a service—and not a
burden—to the colleges. Vice Chancellor Van TonQuinlivan seems to be open to finding these ways and
means to front-load the process. We should support
her in this endeavor so that we all can “do” what
matters. I will continue to update you throughout the
Task Force discussions in the coming weeks.
See you in San Francisco April 15–17 for our Spring
Conference!
—Craig Justice

